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Esteemed Stakeholders, 
 
The strong trend in economic activity continued in the third quarter of 2021. The Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) achieved an annual increase of 7.4% in the third quarter with the mitigation of 
restrictions and recovery of tourism as the vaccination programs picked up speed. While the 
industrial and service sectors were key drivers in annual and interim growth in terms of production, 
the construction and agricultural sectors limited the interim growth. Exports and imports increased 
on a periodic basis. Net imports added 0.1 percentage point to quarterly growth and 6.8 percentage 
point to annual growth. 
 
Widespread vaccination across almost all demographics led to the recovery of the service and 
tourism industries as well as related sectors adversely affected by the pandemic, and to the 
maintenance of economic activities with a more balanced combination. High levels observed in the 
turnover indexes of foreign industries show that foreign demand continued to support industrial 
production in the fourth quarter. The recovery in the labor market continued through October and 
November. 
 
Despite a strong recovery in service income and an ongoing increase in exports, which maintained its 
upward trend in the last quarter of 2021, the current account balance showed a deficit in November 
due to the effect of a notable increase in imports. In spite of the decrease observed in the real 
exchange rate index, imports rose subsequent to the relatively strong course of economic activities 
and a boost in energy prices. Real quantitative balancing continued in foreign trade. 
 
The number of tourists also rose alongside the easing of mobility restrictions. In parallel to this 
increase, seasonally adjusted service income reached the level of pre-pandemic periods. Although 
the long-term recovery trend in the 12-month cumulative current account balance continued in 
November, it exhibited some deceleration. 
 
In the last quarter of 2021, the increase in credits extended to companies played a determining role 
in total credit growth. The deposit interest rates of banks increased, becoming separated from policy 
rate with the Currency Protected Deposit product put into practice in December; meanwhile banks’ 
domestic funding costs decreased in consequence of policy rate reductions. Accordingly, credit 
interest rates other than consumer loans moved in parallel with policy rate reductions, and then 
increased with the rising deposit interest rates. The credit growth rate approached historical 
averages in the fourth quarter. 
 
Increases were observed in all subgroups of consumer price inflation, which was 36.08% at the end 
of 2021. Developments in the exchange rate in the last quarter of the year were among the most 
significant determiners of inflation increase. Supply-side factors such as the high prices continued to 
adversely affect the inflation overview despite the strong course of economic activities in the fourth 
quarter and increases in imports and international food prices, as well as the partial recovery in 
agricultural drought, supply related problems and transportation costs. In addition to exchange rate 
developments, rising commodity prices – especially in energy – and supply restrictions played an 
important role in the 79.89% escalation in producer prices in 2021. As higher producer prices 
constituted elements of pressure on consumer prices as well, pricing behaviors in various product 
groups deteriorated beyond implications of cost increases. In 2021, an increase was also observed in 
the inflation trend. Within this scope, annual inflation rates of B and C index among the indicators of 
core inflation increased to 34.89% and 31.88%, respectively (Source: CBRT) 
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In 2021, despite the impacts of the pandemic, we conducted our activities within our prepared 
budget. Important operations and financial results of the Company in 2021 are presented below. 
 

• Residential and office sales revenue of TRY 542 million was generated in 2021, mostly from 
the Torun Center project. 

• In 2021, the Company spent TRY 40 million for investments.  

• Sales revenue of TRY 1,484 million was generated in 2021, mainly consisting of residential 
and office sales revenue and rental income. In the aforementioned period, rental income 
accounted for 49% and residential sales for 37% of the total sales revenue. With the gradual 
normalization of Covid-19 pandemic-related measures in 2021, shopping mall and office 
rental income rose by 52% compared to the same period of the previous year. 

• The Company’s total assets, which amounted to TRY 13,715 million on December 31, 2020, 
increased by 45% to TRY 19,907 million on December 31, 2021. The ratio of equity to total 
assets is 73%, while the ratio of foreign funds to total assets is around 27%. Of the 
Company’s assets, 95% consist of investment properties, investments accounted for by the 
equity method, inventories and tangible assets (hotel); while 1% consists of cash and cash-
like assets. 

• Due to the sharp depreciation of the Turkish lira, TRY 1,046 million was recorded as non-
operating expense (exchange difference expense) from the Company’s open position of TRY 
1,994 million.  

• Net interest expense of TRY 514 million was recorded in 2021, with the effect of the 
Company’s net debt of TRY 4,790 million. 

• The EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization including 
exchange differences), which is a key indicator of the Company’s operational performance, 
was TRY 1,098 million; and the EBITDA margin stood at 74%. 

 
In consequence, thanks to the growth of revenue from main activities as well as the appreciation of 
real estate, the Company closed 2021 with a profit of TRY 5,307 million. 
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